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in principle be an important tool for identification of
retinal disease genes. Thus, a major limiting factor in
cloning additional retinal disease genes has been theSummary
lack of a full catalog of genes that are selectively ex-
pressed in photoreceptors. While approaches such asTo identify the full set of genes expressed by mamma-
subtractive hybridization (Bascom et al., 1993; Guillon-lian rods, we conducted serial analysis of gene expres-
neau et al., 1999) and examination of EST databasession (SAGE) by using libraries generated from mature
(Sohocki et al., 2000) have been used to identify retinaland developing mouse retina. We identified 264 un-
disease genes, these methods suffer from a variety ofcharacterized genes that were specific to or highly
limitations. These include relatively low sensitivity in theenriched in rods. Nearly half of all cloned human retinal
disease genes are selectively expressed in rod photo- case of subtraction (Hubank and Schatz, 1994) and sta-
receptors. In silico mapping of the human orthologs tistical fluctuation and the confounding influence of
of genes identified in our screen revealed that 86 map highly sampled normalized libraries in the case of EST
within intervals containing uncloned retinal disease database analysis (Audic and Claverie, 1997). Neither
genes, representing 37 different loci. We expect these method is comprehensive, and thus both are likely to
data will allow identification of many disease genes, miss many rod-enriched genes.
and that this approach may be useful for cloning genes To develop a full catalog of rod photoreceptor-
involved in classes of disease where cell type-specific enriched gene expression, we have used serial analysis
expression of disease genes is observed. of gene expression (SAGE). This technique results in a
coverage of expressed genes that is unequaled by any
Introduction mammalian microarray yet available (Velculescu et al.,
1995). With relatively deep sampling (50,000 tags),
genes expressed at low levels (0.01% of total mRNA)Mammalian rod photoreceptors are the most intensely
studied type of sensory neuron (Ebrey and Koutalos, can be readily identified. We have obtained a broad
range of SAGE data, including nonretinal libraries, retinal2001). Many molecular components of the phototrans-
duction machinery have been examined in great detail, libraries from various developmental stages, retinal li-
braries from mice deficient for Crx, a paired-type ho-forming the basis for much of our current understanding
of G protein-mediated signal transduction in neurons. meodomain transcription factor that is expressed in de-
veloping photoreceptors (Chen et al., 1997; FurukawaOther aspects of photoreceptor cell biology are much
less well understood. In particular, the molecules that et al., 1999), and libraries made from microdissected
photoreceptors. Rod-enriched genes that have beenmake up the ribbon synapses that contact the second-
order neurons of the retina and the elaborate outer seg- previously characterized, such as members of the pho-
totransduction cascade, typically show a high level ofments and disc stacks are not well characterized.
Photoreceptors are susceptible to a wide variety of retinal specificity, an onset of expression coincident with
photoreceptor differentiation, and dependence on Crx.inherited dysfunctions (Clarke et al., 2000; Rattner et al.,
1999). These diseases show a broad spectrum of clinical We were able to detect appropriate expression of virtu-
ally every previously described rod-enriched gene in ourfeatures, varying by age of onset, severity and spatial
pattern of photoreceptor loss, and relative involvement data set. By extrapolating from the expression pattern
of known rod-enriched genes, we have been able toof rods versus cones. Each, however, ultimately result
in the death or inactivation of all or most rod photorecep- identify and verify via in situ hybridization 264 additional
genes as rod enriched. Strikingly, 86 of these map totors. So far, 124 nonmitochondrial human retinal disease
loci have been mapped, and the number of as-yet-unde- 37 different uncloned retinal disease loci.
scribed Mendelian genes is likely to be much higher
(Retnet, http://www.sph.uth.tmc.edu/RetNet/). Of the 71 Results
disease loci for which genes have been identified,
roughly half of these are specifically expressed or highly Generation of SAGE Libraries from Retinal
enriched in rod photoreceptors (see Supplemental Table and Brain Tissues
We generated murine SAGE libraries from adult hypo-
thalamus, total developing retina at 2 day intervals from3 Correspondence: cepko@rascal.med.harvard.edu
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Table 1. SAGE Expression Pattern of Known Photoreceptor-Enriched Genes
SAGE Libraries
Gene 3T3 Hypo E12.5 E14.5 E16.5 E18.5 P0.5 P2.5 P4.5 P6.5 P10.5 crx/ P10.5 crx/ Adult ONL
Rhodopsin 0 3 0 2 1 0 3.2 1.9 8 53.2 48 388.1 1113 1339
Rod arrestin 0 1 0 0 2.9 2.2 7.6 15 41 158 127.7 637.6 359 412
Phosducin 0 0 0 0 2 0 1.1 6.8 12 54.1 51.1 62.4 55 241
G1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 26.4 245 211
cGMP PDE  0 0 0 0 1 1.1 1.1 2.9 9 50.4 19.4 136.4 173 210
ROM1 0 0 0 0 0 1.1 3.2 4.8 8 45.8 13.3 30.7 156 156
G1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 7.3 7.2 27.5 62.1 121
mUNC119 1.9 1 0 1 3 1.1 8.6 6.8 11 26.6 39.8 13.7 115 106
G1 13 12 8.3 5 4 8.6 8.6 7.7 11 26.6 19.4 55 73.3 99
GCAP1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5.1 8.5 63.1 95.9
Rod PDE  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 8 25.7 31.7 67.7 103 95.9
GCAP2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31.6 54.8
Peripherin 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.2 1.9 2 8.25 6.1 7.4 99.8 52.7
AILP1 0 0 0 1 0 2.2 1.1 1 6 11.9 3.1 20.1 38.7 51.6
PHR1 0 59 0 1 4 6.5 1.1 12 19 65.1 25.5 118.4 72.3 49.5
Tulp1 0 0 0 1 0 3.3 3.2 1 7 22 13.3 19.1 47.9 44.2
Xlrs1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.3 0 14.8 50.9 41.1
Recoverin 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4.58 0 11.6 39.7 37.9
Rod CNGC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11.9 9.2 21.1 29.5 30.6
Expression of selected known photoreceptor-specific genes as measured by SAGE. Tag totals have been normalized to 55,000. Abbreviations
are as follows: hypo, hypothalamus; E12.5, embryonic day 12.5 whole retina; P0.5, postnatal day 0.5 whole retina; and ONL, microdissected
adult outer nuclear layer. A complete list of known photoreceptor-enriched genes with tag abundance levels is found in the supplementary
data.
embryonic day 12.5 (E12.5) to postnatal day 6.5 (P6.5), Comparison of data from total retina and ONL libraries
allowed ready identification of rod- and inner retina-postnatal day 10.5 crx/ and crx/ littermates, adult
retina, and microdissected outer nuclear layer (ONL), specific transcripts. Adult mouse retina comprises
roughly 70% rods, while the ONL of the retina compriseswhich comprises the cell bodies of rod and cone photo-
receptors. A total of 50,000–60,000 SAGE tags were 97% rods and 3% cones. We saw that rod-enriched
genes showed roughly equal or slightly higher expres-sequenced from each library. In addition, a publicly
available SAGE library from mouse 3T3 fibroblast cells sion in the ONL when compared to whole retina (Figure
1A). The few cases where slightly lower tag abundanceswas used in the analysis. A full description of tag abun-
dance levels in the nonretinal libraries and the libraries were seen in the ONL for known rod-specific genes are
likely due to sampling variability, since very few of thesefrom later retinal time points (P10.5 crx/, crx/, adult
retina, ONL) is shown in the supplementary data. P10.5 appeared to be significant (p  0.005) by Monte Carlo
analysis (data not shown). In contrast, genes expressedwas chosen for analysis of the crx/ mice because
no retinal degeneration or secondary morphological selectively in inner retina were either absent from the
ONL library or present at much reduced levels (Figurechanges were seen when compared to littermates at
this time (Furukawa et al., 1997). The percentage of tags 1B). The low levels of some inner retina-specific genes
present in the ONL library likely represent small amountspresent at0.01% which could not be reliably assigned
an identity was low, varying from 4% in the P10.5 crx/ of contaminating inner retinal tissue.
and P10.5 crx/ libraries to 12% in the ONL library (see
Supplemental Table S2).
Many Uncharacterized Genes Are Differentially
Expressed in crx/ and crx/ Retina
We previously used microarray analysis to determineSAGE Analysis Accurately Identifies Known Rod-
Enriched and Inner Retina-Specific Genes that many of the genes with lower expression levels in
the crx/ retina were rod-specific. We expanded ourWe found that virtually all previously characterized rod-
enriched genes were highly expressed in our data set search for Crx-dependent genes using SAGE. Compari-
son of tag levels in the P10.5 crx/ and the retinas of(Table 1 and Supplemental Table S3). In some cases,
no SAGE tags corresponding to a specific gene were crx/ littermates revealed that 9.4% of tags were more
highly expressed in either the crx/ or crx/ at p observed in the adult retina or ONL libraries. Usually,
this appears to be due to the fact that no mouse clone 0.001, while 11.8% differed at p 0.005 (Table 2). Func-
tional categories of genes more frequently seen as hav-covering the 3 end of the gene has yet been identified
(e.g., CDH23, CRBL1) (Retnet, http://www.sph.uth.tmc. ing reduced expression in the crx/ when compared
to genes upregulated in the crx/ retina include knownedu/RetNet/). The great majority of previously identified
rod-enriched genes were present at 0.02% of total phototransduction components (8.8% versus 0% of
genes), cytoskeletal components (6.6% versus 2.3%),mRNA. Rhodopsin represented 2.1% of all mRNA in the
whole retina, a figure that agrees well with measurements and tags that did not correspond to any known gene
(10.9% versus 2.3%). Categories of genes seen as moreof absolute mRNA levels in rat (Treisman et al., 1988).
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Table 2. Overview of Genes Differentially Regulated
in the crx/ and crx/ Mice
Number of Tags
Higher in crx/ (p  0.001) 73 (4.4%)
Higher in crx/ (p  0.005) 128 (5.7%)
Higher in crx/ (p  0.001) 84 (5.0%)
Higher in crx/ (p  0.005) 137 (6.1%)
Expression Pattern of Genes DIfferentially Regulated in crx/
and crx/ (p  0.005)
Cell Type Higher in crx/ Higher in crx/
AC 0 (0%) 3 (6.4%)
AC  HZ 1 (4.8%) 0 (0%)
GC 2 (9.5%) 0 (0%)
MG 8 (38.1%) 3 (6.4%)
ONL 5 (23.8%) 27 (57.4%)
ONL  AC 1 (4.8%) 2 (4.3%)
ONL  BP 1 (4.8%) 4 (8.5%)
ONL  BP  HZ 1 (4.8%) 0 (0%)
ONL  INL 0 (0%) 2 (4.3%)
Panretinal 1 (4.8%) 6 (12.8%)
Retinal precursors 1 (4.8%) 0 (0%)
Total 21 (100%) 47 (100%)
Functional Breakdown of Genes Differentially Regulated
in crx/ and crx/ (p  0.005)
Gene Category Higher in crx/ Higher in crx/
Cell adhesion 2 (1.6%) 0 (0%)
Cell death 1 (0.8%) 2 (1.5%)
Cytoskeletal 3 (2.3%) 9 (6.6%)
Lipid metabolism/transport 3 (2.3%) 2 (1.5%)
Metabolic 16 (12.5%) 10 (7.3%)
Other 39 (30.5%) 38 (27.7%)
Phototransduction 0 (0%) 12 (8.8%)
Protein processing 4 (3.1%) 4 (2.9%)
Protein synthesis 28 (21.9%) 10 (7.3%)
Figure 1. Rod-Enriched and Inner Retina-Enriched Genes Proteolysis 5 (3.9%) 7 (5.1%)
(A) Comparison of expression levels of known photoreceptor-spe- RNA binding proteins 3 (2.3%) 5 (3.6%)
cific genes in adult whole retina and ONL libraries. Signal transduction 9 (7.0%) 10 (7.3%)
(B) Comparison of expression levels of known inner retina-specific Synaptic 1 (0.8%) 4 (2.9%)
genes in adult whole retina and ONL libraries. Tag totals have been Transcription 7 (5.5%) 7 (5.1%)
normalized to 55,000. Transporters 4 (3.1%) 2 (1.5%)
Unknown 3 (2.3%) 15 (10.9%)
Total 128 (100%) 137 (100%)
highly expressed in the crx/ mouse include proteins The number of total tags showing differential expression in postnatal
involved in protein synthesis (7.3% versus 21.9%) and day 10.5 crx/ and crx/ retinas. The number of tags used to
calculate the total percentage of tags that change expression isthose involved in metabolic functions (7.3% versus
1667 for p  0.001 and 2244 for p  0.005, representing the total12.5%) (Table 2).
number of tags with abundances greater than eight and seven,The overwhelming majority of genes showing lower
respectively.expression in the crx/mouse whose expression profile
For the analysis of the expression patterns of genes differentially
has been characterized are selectively expressed in regulated in crx/ and crx/ retinas, only genes whose expression
rods. However, some show panretinal expression or are pattern was verified by in situ hybridization within the retina in this
study or where retinal expression has been described in a previouslyexpressed exclusively in other retinal cell types, notably
published work are considered. Abbreviations are as follows: IS,amacrine cells and Muller glia (Table 2). This is consis-
inner segments; BP, bipolar neurons; INL, inner nuclear layer; AC,tent with previous data from our lab (Livesey et al., 2000)
amacrine cells; MG, Muller glia; and HZ, horizontal cells.and suggests that there are a variety of indirect molecu-
lar effects of the crx knockout. This may be due to the
failure of photoreceptors to form appropriate synaptic
connections with cells of the inner retina (Strettoi and mRNA Levels Measured by SAGE Accurately
Reflect mRNA Levels MeasuredPignatelli, 2000). Most, though not all, of the genes
upregulated in the crx/ mouse show selective expres- by Northern Blot
To confirm the accuracy of the SAGE data, we performedsion in cells of the inner retina, particularly Muller glia.
However, many genes showing higher expression in the Northern blots on mRNA obtained from P10.5 crx/ and
crx/ retinas. These mRNA samples were the same ascrx/ retina, such as ribosomal components, are likely
to have a ubiquitous distribution. See Supplemental Ta- those used to make the corresponding SAGE libraries,
and were also used for Northern and cDNA microarraybles S4 and S5 for a full list of tag levels, functional
breakdown, and expression patterns. analysis in two of our previous studies (Furukawa et al.,
Cell
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reflects retinal specificity. Second, the sum of tags inTable 3. Comparison of Northern Blot and SAGE Data
the P10.5 crx/, adult retina, and ONL libraries divided
Northern Sage
by the sum of tags in the E12.5, E14.5, and E16.5 libraries
G1 20 26 was greater than 10-fold. This reflects the fact that few
Rhodopsin 12 8.1 rods undergo terminal differentiation prior to P6.5. Third,
Recoverin 5 12 tags were present at a level greater than 1.6-fold higher
Xlrs1 10 15
in the P10.5 crx/ library compared to the library ofPeripherin 2 1.4 1.2
crx/ mice. And fourth, tags were present at an equalBlue cone pigment 25 8
or greater number in the ONL library compared to theGreen cone pigment 25 4
Cone transducin 1.8 1 whole adult retina library. These four properties were
cGMP PDE  1.3 2.1 then used in a Venn analysis to choose genes for further
Rod CNGC  1.7 3.1 study.
ROM1 1 2.3
When these criteria were applied to tags correspond-G2 1.7 1
ing to known genes, we found that the majority of rod-Rod arrestin 3.5 5
enriched genes met at least three of these four criteriaMm.39855/novel siayltransferase 3.7 2.9
Mm.40852/ESTs 32 6 (see Supplemental Table S6). Especially striking was the
Mm.40727/novel cadherin 1.9 1.5 fact that over 65% of the rod-enriched genes that met
Mm.28147/TB2 protein-like 1 9.5 13.5 at least three of the four criteria are known disease genes
Male enhanced antigen 1 1.5 0.9 (see Supplemental Table S6). Applying these criteria to
Otx2 0.6 0.34
all cloned retinal disease genes that are specific to orHzf 1.2 1.5
highly enriched in photoreceptors, we found that 66%
Comparison of mRNA expression levels in whole retina from P10.5 of all these disease genes met at least two of the four
crx/ and crx/ littermates. Values are expressed as a ratio of
criteria (see Supplemental Table S6). Another 11% wereexpression levels in crx/ compared to crx/. Northern data for
detected but were present at0.01% in the ONL library.rhodopsin through ROM1 is taken from Furukawa, et al. (1999), while
Half of these low-abundance transcripts representvalues for rod arrestin through Hzf1 were found in this study. The
values are listed as  when no tags were detected in the crx/ cone-specific transcripts. Of the 17% of transcripts that
library. were not detected at all, 9% represented genes for
which a mouse ortholog could not be detected.
Applying these criteria to the remaining tags, we found
a total of 1119 tags present at0.01% in the ONL library,1999; Livesey et al., 2000). We tested both previously
of which 574 met at least two of the four criteria, andcharacterized and unstudied transcripts, including tran-
207 met at least three of the four (see Supplementalscripts that showed higher, lower, or unchanged expres-
Table S7). We tested the expression pattern of everysion in the crx/ animals (Table 3). We found that mRNA
gene for which a probe could be obtained which met atlevels as measured by SAGE correlated well with levels
least three of the four criteria. We also tested a numbermeasured by Northern blots, and correlated more
of genes which met only two of the four criteria (as wellclosely with Northern blot levels than did cDNA microar-
as a limited number of genes that met one of the fourray analysis using these same RNA samples (Livesey et
criteria or which fell below the 0.01% mRNA abundanceal., 2000).
cutoff in the ONL) but which showed high expression
levels, strong Crx dependence, high ONL enrichment,
Criteria for Selection of Candidate Rod or encoded genes of unknown function. The list of all
Photoreceptor-Enriched Genes 1119 tags is shown in Supplemental Table S8.
Our goal was to find the genes expressed exclusively,
or nearly so, in rod photoreceptors in an efficient man- Verification of SAGE Data via In Situ Hybridization
ner. To achieve this, we first performed a preliminary We examined 396 different candidate rod-enriched
analysis of our SAGE data to learn the features of known genes via in situ hybridization. We tested adult retina,
rod photoreceptor-specific genes so that we could E16 embryos, and a series of postnatal day 0–7 brains.
search for these same features among the larger set of We scored genes as false positives if no signal was
tags. In addition, to reduce the role of sampling variabil- observed in retina, if expression was observed in all
ity that is inherent in statistical measurements of gene retinal cells, or if another major cell type in the retina
expression like SAGE and to allow ready detection of showed markedly higher expression than did rods.
expression via in situ hybridization, we restricted the By these criteria, 91% of the genes tested that met
search to genes present at 0.01% in the ONL library. at least three out of the four main criteria (see Supple-
Since we observed certain tags that appeared only in mental Table S6) were confirmed as true positives. A
libraries that had undergone more than 30 cycles of high rate of true positives was also observed for genes
amplification, (S.B. and C.L.C., unpublished data), as corresponding to tags meeting two of the four criteria,
was the case with the ONL library, we considered in our and more than half of the genes tested that met only
analysis only tags that appeared at least once in the one of the four criteria were confirmed as true positives.
adult retina or P10.5 crx/ retinas, which had been However, these last two figures are likely to be over-
amplified only 28 cycles. statements of the fraction of true positives among the
Analysis of the expression of tags known to be rod- untested genes as these genes, unlike those meeting
enriched (Table 1 and Supplemental Table S3) revealed at least three of the four criteria, were preselected for
four features. First, the number of tags in either the analysis on the basis of other criteria (high Crx depen-
dence, high expression levels, etc.).hypothalamus or 3T3 libraries was less than two. This
Photoreceptor Gene Expression and Disease
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Figure 2. Cellular Expression Patterns of Rod-Enriched Genes
Shown are examples of each major expression pattern observed for genes predicted to be photoreceptor-enriched or -specific. Also shown
are three examples of false positives—one showing inner retina specificity, one showing amacrine cell expression, and one showing panretinal
expression—along with an example of a sense control probe. Abbreviations are as follows: IS, inner segments; BP, bipolar neurons; INL, inner
nuclear layer; AC, amacrine cells; MG, Muller glia; and HZ, horizontal cells. In situ hybridization data for all 264 photoreceptor-enriched genes
is shown in the supplementary data at http://genetics.med.harvard.edu/cepko/SAGE. Unigene IDs for each of the genes tested is as follows:
ONL, Mm.33915; ONL  IS, Mm.29794; ONL  BP, Mm.39513; Rod subsets  bipolar subsets, Mm.45192; ONL  INL, Mm.27359; ONL 
IS/INL, Mm.27728; ONL  INL  HZ, Mm.4063; ONL  AC, Mm.732; ONL  IS/AC, Mm.28896; ONL  MG, Mm.30058; INL  ONL, Mm.62589;
panretinal, Mm.41708; and AC only, Mm.23721. The total numbers of genes in each of the true positive categories are as follows: ONL, 93;
ONL  IS, 33; ONL  BP, 31; ONL  IS/BP, 12; Rod subsets/BP subsets, 1; ONL  INL, 67; ONL  IS/INL, 11; ONL  INL  HZ, 1; ONL 
AC, 2; ONL  IS/AC, 10; and ONL  MG, 3. Pictures were taken at 400	 magnification.
We found that 264 of these genes showed rod- sometimes seen. Roughly one-third of rod-enriched
genes showed little or no expression outside the retinaenriched expression within the retina. Analysis of the
expression patterns of the genes tested revealed con- (see Supplemental Table S9). False positives show up
both as panretinally expressed genes and as inner ret-siderable heterogeneity, both within the ONL and
throughout the rest of the retina. In addition to expres- ina-enriched genes (Figure 2).
sion throughout the ONL, we saw many mRNAs showing
targeting to the inner segments of the photoreceptors Genes Identified as Selectively Expressed
in Rod Photoreceptors(Figure 2), which has been observed for mRNAs encod-
ing proteins targeted to the inner and outer segments of The functional breakdown of the genes selectively ex-
pressed in rods is shown in Figure 3. We saw a broadrods (Bruhn and Cepko, 1996). In one case, we observed
expression of a transcript restricted to what appears to spectrum of functional categories of rod-enriched genes
(see Figure 3 legend for selected examples and Supple-be a subset of both rods and bipolars, a new pattern.
We found that roughly half of all genes tested showed mental Table S10 for a full list of genes). We saw a
number of uncharacterized putative zinc finger tran-weaker or equivalent expression in some other subset
of retinal cells, most frequently bipolar neurons (see scription factors only expressed in rods, along with a
number of other more broadly expressed transcriptionFigure 2 legend and Supplemental Table S9). Most fre-
quently a rod and bipolar pattern was observed, though factors and coactivators, such as ERR2, Sox11, and All,
which showed strong enrichment in rods. We observedrod and amacrine or rod and Muller glia patterns were
Cell
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Figure 3. Functional Breakdown of Rod-
Enriched Genes
Known or putative functional breakdown of
photoreceptor-enriched genes. The number
next to each category indicates the total num-
ber of genes in that class. The total number
of photoreceptor-enriched genes is 267. Ex-
amples of each category include the follow-
ing. For transcription, examples are estrogen-
related receptor  2, Mm.95741/novel zinc
finger, and ZFN 262. For RNA binding pro-
teins, examples are muscleblind-like 1, tudor
repeat associator with PCTAIRE 2, and Hzf-1.
For signaling, examples are APRIL, nemo like
kinase, and Ras negative regulator Rabex-5/
Rin2. For ion channels, examples are KCNE2
minK-type K-channel, Kv2.1, and
Mm.136988/novel K channel. For lipid metab-
olism/transport, examples are Mm.33118/
novel rdgB homolog, Mm.47052/novel lipid
binding protein, and Mm.81416/novel retinol
dehydrogenase homolog. For glycosylation,
examples are Mm.39855/novel sialyltransfer-
ase, Mm.32416/novel glycosyltransferase, and Mm.117022/novel glycosyltransferase. For cytoskeletal, examples are cerebellar degeneration-
related 2, erb2-interacting protein ERBIN, and CGI-145. For ECM/cell adhesion, examples are Mm.40727/novel cadherin and four jointed box
homolog 1. For posttranslational modification, examples are hsp86, Mm.34885/novel heat-shock protein, and protein L-isoaspartate-O-
methyltransferase. For protein transport, examples are Arl3, Syntaxin 3A, and kinsein light chain. For proteolysis, examples are USP1 and
USP12. For transporters, examples are mCTR2 and Na-K ATPase  2 subunit. For synaptic, examples are SV2B and VGLUT-1. For nucleic
acid modification, examples are dsRNA adenosine deaminase and RAD4 homolog. For cell death, examples are Mm.35060 ESTs/novel IAP
and Daxx. For unknown, examples are N-myc downstream regulated 1 and mdm-1 nuclear protein.
several mammalian homologs of Drosophila genes, such intervals containing an uncloned retinal disease gene.
These represent a total of 37 different genetic loci, oras muscleblind and nemo-like kinase, which have been
implicated in later stages of photoreceptor development over two-thirds of all mapped but uncloned retinal dis-
ease genes. In addition, we identified four genes as rod(Begemann et al., 1997; Choi and Benzer, 1994; Zeidler
et al., 1999). We observed many protein kinases and enriched that are known to be mutated in human disease
in which retinal phenotypes have either not been re-phosphatases, along with a TNF family ligand and sev-
eral potassium and calcium channel subunits. ported or occur inconsistently (see Supplemental Tables
S11 and S12 for a full list of genes and human orthologs).We saw several genes involved in purine metabolism
and many genes involved in lipid synthesis or transport. To assess the degree to which our list of candidates
could accurately identify retinal disease genes, we retro-These may reflect the requirements for high levels of
cGMP synthesis (Dizhoor, 2000) and for generation of spectively analyzed all the novel retinal disease loci first
the membrane discs of the rod outer segment. We saw identified within the last three years, using as our starting
a number of novel genes with homology to protein glyco- point the map intervals defined in the last published
syltransferases. Unexpectedly, many proteins involved report prior to the cloning of those genes (see Supple-
in ubiquitination and proteolytic degradation were ob- mental Table S13). Out of a total of 22 disease genes
served. Futhermore, a broad range of uncharacterized first identified by positional cloning, 11 genes met at
genes with putative cytoskeletal function, perhaps in- least three out of four of our selection criteria and/or
volved in the structure of the outer segment, was ob- were shown by in situ hybridization to be rod-enriched.
served. Two small GTPases, one of which (Arl3) is a A total of six retinal disease genes that were not them-
likely interaction partner of RGPR, the gene mutated in selves identified as rod-enriched also had rod-enriched
X linked RP (Linari et al., 1999), were observed. We saw genes identified in this study residing within their inter-
several uncharacterized cadherins along with several vals. Both true and false positives had a median of three
ECM components. We also saw a number of proteins rod-enriched genes within the disease interval. Thus, 11
associated with synaptic transmission, which may ac- out of 17 retinal diseases whose map intervals contained
count for some of the unusual properties of photorecep- candidate rod-enriched genes did in fact result from
tor ribbon synapses (von Gersdorff, 2001). We observed mutation of a rod-enriched gene.
several genes involved in mismatch repair, the catalytic In addition to the 22 positionally cloned loci discussed
subunit of dsRNA adenosine deaminase, and one gene above, a total of eight retinal disease genes have been
encoding a novel IAP. Finally, we observed 74 genes identified in the last three years by association studies
for which no putative function could be assigned or in which a large number of often unrelated probands
which represent ESTs for which no coding sequence are screened for mutations in a candidate gene (Clarke
could be obtained. et al., 2000; Rattner et al., 1999). Of the four rod-enriched
genes previously shown to be mutated in association
studies, all were detected as rod-enriched by our dataIdentification of Candidate Retinal Disease Genes
We identified putative human orthologs for 237 of the (see Supplemental Table S13).
To estimate how availability of the list of rod-enrichedin situ verified rod-enriched clones identified in mouse.
Of these 237, a total of 86 mapped to chromosomal genes might aid analysis of candidate genes in a disease
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interval, we determined the total number of known and the still-unidentified retinal disease genes will involve
predicted genes within the interval and divided that by mutations in genes we identify here. Indeed, 86 genes
the number of candidate genes in the interval. We per- in this data set lie within chromosomal intervals mapped
formed this analysis both for the 37 mapped but un- to Mendelian retinal disease. Focusing on these genes
cloned retinal disease loci for which candidate genes represents a 30- to 100-fold reduction in the number
were identified and for the 11 rod-enriched disease of genes that might be considered within the mapped
genes. interval, which should greatly accelerate the identifica-
After multiplying our results by 0.65 to compensate for tion of many of these genes. Moreover, many of the
the observed rate of false positives in the retrospective other genes we have identified may prove to be mutated
analysis (see Supplemental Table S13), we see that us- in different photoreceptor diseases via association stud-
ing the list of candidate genes reduces by 30- to 40- ies in the absence of linkage data, as has been the
fold the number of known genes that might be consid- case for many rod-enriched genes. The list of autosomal
ered within the interval and reduces the number of all recessive Mendelian retinal disease loci is unlikely to
predicted genes by over 100-fold (Table 4). This holds be anywhere near saturation, as gene discovery has
true for both the prospective and retrospective analysis continued unabated over the last ten years. Moreover,
of retinal disease gene data. Since any single gene pre- the overrepresentation of retinal disease genes on the
diction method likely represents a considerable under- X chromosome (16% of loci versus only 5% of gene
estimate of the total number of human genes (Hogen- content on the X) (Retnet, http://www.sph.uth.tmc.edu/
esch et al., 2001), we expect that the actual number of RetNet/) suggests that as many as several hundred addi-
genes in these intervals is considerably higher than the tional recessive Mendelian retinal disease genes may
figures we obtained. be yet identified.
Discussion Applications of Genomic Approaches to Candidate
Genetic Disease Gene Identification
The integration of genome sequence and gene expres- A directed approach like that described here is likely to
sion data holds great promise for the identification of be applicable to other classes of genetic disease where
disease genes. Positional cloning approaches have many of the identified disease genes have cell- or tissue-
been augmented by the availability of completed ge- enriched expression. These include inherited deafness
nome sequence, providing candidate genes which ac- (Steel and Cros, 2000), myocardial diseases (Seidman
celerate gene hunts that are often hampered by small and Seidman, 2001), male infertility (Foresta et al., 2001),
pedigree size or incomplete phenotypic penetrance. As- and others. Even for classes of disease where known
sociation studies, where affected individuals are exam- genes are not enriched in the affected tissue, as with
ined for mutations in candidate genes, have also proven many genes involved in neurodegenerative diseases,
fruitful in a variety of genetic diseases. The work pre- this approach will allow genes not expressed in the
sented here suggests that a complete gene expression tissue to be eliminated from consideration as candi-
profile of the tissues involved can effectively focus atten-
dates. Another potentially very powerful use of this ap-
tion on a manageable set of genes, effectively allowing
proach is in identification of genes involved in multi-
candidate gene approaches to be used when genetic
factorial diseases identified via whole genome QTLmaps are relatively low in resolution and cover a broad
scanning such as diabetes, heart disease, or psychiatricchromosomal interval.
illness. Though it is possible to identify these genes
via unbiased positional cloning, it requires both a veryAnalysis of the Photoreceptor Transcriptome
dense genetic map and very large sample sizes (Landerand Identification of Candidate Retinal
and Schork, 1994). By identifying candidate genes onDisease Genes
the basis of expression pattern and integrating theseWe have used SAGE analysis on a variety of retinal and
data with a QTL mapping effort, it may be possible tononretinal libraries to generate a comprehensive gene
clone genes that are involved in the etiology of complexexpression profile for mammalian rod photoreceptors.
genetic diseases much more readily. We expect ourThis method detects expression of virtually every known
retinal data set may be of particular use in identifyingrod-enriched gene, and allows straightforward distinc-
genes involved in the pathology of age-related maculartion of rod-specific and inner retina-specific genes. By
degeneration (AMD), a multifactorial genetic disease af-formulating a series of criteria based on the expression
fecting several percent of the population aged 65 andpattern of these previously characterized rod-specific
older (Zack et al., 1999).genes, we have confirmed by in situ hybridization a
Expression pattern within the retina may also be usedfurther 264 previously uncharacterized genes as rod-
in prioritizing genes for screening. Many proteins tar-enriched. The list of candidate genes tested via in situ
geted to the photoreceptor inner and outer segments,hybridization is unlikely to be an exhaustive list of rod-
as is the case with many retinal disease genes, showenriched genes, given the exclusion of low-abundance
mRNA enrichment in photoreceptor inner segments.transcripts, which is a necessary step given the number
Thus, genes encoding messages with this subcellularof tags examined for each SAGE library. However, the
localization might be given high priority for screening.set examined likely covers virtually all genes expressed
In the case of diseases such as congenital stationaryat a moderate or highly abundant level.
night blindness or most forms of retinitis pigmentosa,Given the large fraction of rod-enriched genes that
no cell type other than photoreceptors shows clinicalare mutated in retinal dystrophies in which the disease
gene has been identified, we anticipate that many of dysfunction (Clarke et al., 2000; Rattner et al., 1999). In
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Table 4. Prospective Analysis of Candidate Retinal Disease Genes
PR-Enriched Total Known Total Predicted Fold-Enrichment Fold-Enrichment
Disease Location Genes in Interval Genes in Interval Genes in Interval for Known Genes for Predicted Genes
CORD8 1q12–q24 3 454 872 15.3 290.7
RP18 1q13–12 2 313 552 156.5 276
ARMD1 1q25–q31 3 56 159 18.7 53
AXPC1 1q31–q32 5 191 531 38.2 106.2
RP28 2p11–p16 2 186 566 93 283
RP26 2q31–q33 4 170 519 42.5 129.8
BBS5 2q31 2 65 223 32.5 111.5
USH2B 3p24.2–p23 1 20 90 20 90
STG4 4p 2 192 707 96 353.5
WFS2 4q22–q24 3 67 186 22.3 62
RP29 4q32–q34 2 56 182 28 91
WGN1 5q13–q14 1 113 356 113 356
CORD7 6q 4 388 1525 97 381.3
RCD1 6q25–q26 1 89 357 89 357
CYMD 7q21–p15 2 87 276 43.5 138
RP9 7p15.1–p13 1 116 439 116 439
RP10 7q31.3 3 27 91 9 30.3
RNANC 10q21 2 27 121 13.5 60.5
EVR3 11p13 p12 1 38 114 38 114
BBS1 11q13 5 202 453 40.4 90.6
EVR1 11q13–q23 9 416 1144 46.2 127.1
VRN1 11q13–13 5 202 453 40.4 90.6
ACHM1 14 10 558 1594 55.8 159.4
LCA3 14q24 2 102 237 51 118.5
USH1A 14q32 1 147 522 147 522
RP22 16p12.1–p12.3 1 59 146 59 146
CORD5 17p13–p12 4 205 438 51.25 109.5
CACD 17p13 4 195 387 48.75 96.75
CORD4 17q 13 633 1454 48.7 111.8
RP17 17q22 1 10 40 10 40
OPA4 18q12.2–q12.3 4 27 105 6.8 26.3
OPA3 19q13.2–q13.3 8 302 550 37.8 68.8
PRD Xp11.3–p11.23 1 45 115 45 115
AIED Xp11.4–q21 1 269 607 269 607
RP23 Xp22 1 105 346 105 346
RP with mental Xp21–q21 1 297 723 297 723
retardation
OPA2 Xp11.4–p11.2 1 123 288 123 288
Median enrichment 48.7 118.5
Normalized median 31.7 77
enrichment
Retrospective Analysis of Positionally Cloned PR-Enriched Retinal Disease Genes
Gene Location
PR-Enriched Total Known Total Prediced Fold-Enrichment Fold-Enrichement
Genes in Interval Genes in Interval Genes in Interval for Known Genes for Predicted Genes
CACNA1F Xp11.23 2 36 53 18 26.5
NR2E3 15q22–q24 1 162 384 162 384
CNGB1 16q13–q21 4 52 110 13 27.5
PROML1 4p 3 192 707 64 235.7
GCAP1 6p21.1 5 98 220 19.6 44
TULP1 6p21.1–tel 11 528 1266 48 115.1
ELOVL4 6q 5 388 1525 77.6 305
RP1 8q11–q21 3 131 577 43.7 192.3
AIPL1 17p13.1 6 27 81 4.5 13.5
RETGC1 17p13.1 6 27 81 4.5 13.5
BBS2 16q 6 357 1055 59.5 175.8
Median enrichment 43.7 115.1
Normalized median 28.4 74.8
enrichment
Shown are values for the fold reduction in the number of genes under consideration within retinal disease gene intervals when using the list
of photoreceptor-enriched candidates genes. The values are produced by dividing the total number of known genes (as determined by
LocusLink) or predicted genes (as determined by GeneScan) in the interval by the number of candidate genes. The analysis is performed
both for the 37 mapped but uncloned retinal diseases with photoreceptor-enriched candidates identified in this study and also retrospectively
for the 11 photoreceptor-enriched retinal disease genes identified via positional cloning in the last three years.
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cases such as these, genes that are strictly photorecep- mediated phototransduction pathway (Ebrey and Kou-
talos, 2001). It is even more puzzling in light of reportstor-specific in their expression may be given highest
priority. On the other hand, in diseases such as Bardet- of an additional rdgB homolog expressed in mammalian
rods, suggesting a novel role for phosphotidylinositidesBiedel syndrome or some forms of Leber’s congenital
amaurosis where symptoms are seen elsewhere in the in retinal biology (Lu et al., 1999).
The high expression in rods of APRIL, a TNF familynervous system or in peripheral tissue, genes that are
photoreceptor-enriched but with broader expression member, along with TaxBP1, a modulator of TNF signal
transduction, suggests an unanticipated role for thispatterns might be screened first.
It is possible to further prioritize candidate genes iden- pathway in rod function. The transcription factors identi-
fied include both uncharacterized genes and genes liketified in our screen for investigation based on function.
A large fraction of retinal diseases result from mutations ERR, for which the consensus binding sites are known
(Vanacker et al., 1999). Analysis of promoter sequencesin genes with a small range of functions, namely tran-
scriptional control, phototransduction, cell polarity and of rod-enriched genes, in conjunction with knowledge
of the binding sites of other photoreceptor-enrichedstructure, and lipid metabolism (Retnet, http://www.
sph.uth.tmc.edu/RetNet/). Furthermore, certain sub- transcription factors like Crx and Nrl, may help illuminate
the combinatorial code of transcription factors that me-types of retinal disease appear to result solely from
mutations in certain functional categories of genes. One diate rod-specific gene expression.
The many genes involved in regulated proteolysis thatexample of this is Usher syndrome, in which all identified
genes encode proteins involved in establishing or main- are rod enriched come as something of a surprise. They
may be involved in adaptation to prolonged changes intaining photoreceptor structure. Photoreceptor death in
many diseases results in part from disruption of normal light exposure via downregulation of components of the
phototransduction cascade (Obin et al., 1996). The rod-transport and processing of proteins targeted to the
photoreceptor apical processes (Retnet, http:// enriched expression of several genes involved in repair
of DNA damage, such as RAD4, and response to oxida-www.sph.uth.tmc.edu/RetNet/). As such, proteins we
have identified which are involved in this pathway may tive stress, such as glutathione peroxidase 4, may reflect
cellular adaptations to protect photoreceptors frombe particularly good candidates for retinal disease
genes. Furthermore, our data indicate that multiple can- light-induced oxidative damage (Carmody et al., 1999;
Specht et al., 1999). The very high expression of thedidate retinal disease genes in fall into putative func-
tional categories not previously shown to be involved catalytic subunit of the dsRNA-specific adenosine de-
aminase, which is required for A to I conversion in RNAin retinal disease. These include the TNF signaling path-
way, protein glycosylation, and ubiquitin-dependent editing, suggests an unexpected role for this method of
regulation of gene expression in photoreceptor biology.proteolysis. If any of these genes prove to be mutated
in retinal disease, it will provide new insights into the The expression patterns within the retina of the photo-
receptor-enriched genes, as well as molecular identity,role of these pathways in the disease process. Integrat-
ing both functional and expression information may fur- raises other areas for further investigation. The set of
genes with mRNA localized to rod inner segments in-ther speed gene identification via the candidate gene
approach. clude a variety of cytoskeletal components and several
cadherins, suggesting that these genes may play a role
in the establishment or maintenance of cell polarity.Biology of Newly Identified Rod-Enriched Genes
Unexpectedly, this set included many genes, such asAside from any disease-related concerns, the set of rod-
HMG-17 and Hzf, that encode nucleic acid binding pro-enriched genes presented here gives many unexpected
teins, possibly suggesting a role for these genes in apicalinsights into photoreceptor biology and suggests many
targeting of mRNAs (Bruhn and Cepko, 1996). The largeavenues for future experimental work. While the molecu-
number of genes expressed in both rods and bipolarlar machinery of phototransduction is very well studied,
cells suggests that some of these genes may mediateit is possible that some of the genes of unknown function
some of the functional properties of ribbon synapses.that show very high photoreceptor specificity may yet
Functional follow-up of all of these rod-enriched genes,emerge as regulators of this pathway. Downstream of
however, awaits further studies.phototransduction, the identification of a variety of ion
channels as photoreceptor enriched may help clarify
some of the electrophysiological properties of these From Genomics to Therapeutics
The list of rod-enriched genes outlined here presentscells. In particular, the identification of MiRP1 as re-
stricted to a subset of rods suggests a heretofore unex- not only a set of candidate disease genes, but also a
range of potential therapeutic targets. The enrichmentpected functional heterogeneity among rods (Ebrey and
Koutalos, 2001). of components of the ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis
pathway in photoreceptors and the putative role of thisThe photoreceptor-enriched expression of mamma-
lian homologs of Drosophila genes involved in late pathway in downregulating rhodopsin protein suggest
that selective inhibitors of the pathway may be usefulstages of photoreceptor development, such as mus-
cleblind and nemo-like kinase, suggests that these at low doses in enhancing visual sensitivity in early-
stage cases of RP or MD. Likewise, the enrichment ofgenes may have retained their function in the retina
through evolution. The existence of a novel photorecep- antiapoptotic signaling factors like APRIL in photore-
ceptors suggests that the binding of agonists to its re-tor-specific homolog of the phosphoinositol transfer
protein rdgB is striking, given the fact that mammals use ceptor may prove effective in blunting photoreceptor
degeneration. It is unclear which, if any, of the manya cGMP-mediated rather than an inositol phosphate-
Cell
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extract SAGE tags and eliminate duplicate ditags. Except for thephotoreceptor-enriched kinases and phosphatases may
purposes of calculation of p values of pairwise differences, all tagplay a role in modulating cell survival, but selective inhib-
abundance levels were normalized to 55,000. The identity of theitors of these may prove useful in maintaining cell via-
SAGE tags was obtained from the NCBI mouse reliable tag map set,
bility. although unknown tags which showed a candidate photoreceptor-
The retina has many advantages for therapeutic inter- enriched expression pattern were tested via BLAST searching
against the nr and dbest databases. Each tag representing a genevention when compared to other regions of the CNS.
tested by in situ hybridization, moreover, was checked by BLASTIn contrast to other neurodegenerative diseases, early
to verify the accuracy of the NCBI identities. Human orthologs ofdiagnosis of disease is relatively straightforward in reti-
mouse genes were identified through the use of the Homologenenal disease, owing to both the high level of patient self-
data set and reverified by BLAST analysis. In cases where no curated
reporting and the ease of fundoscopic examination. ortholog was present in the database, BLAST analysis against nr,
Both local intraocular drug administration and gene or dbest, and htgs databases was used to identify transcripts that
showed over 80% sequence conservation over 50 bp and did notcell therapy are considerably less technically challeng-
match any repeat sequence. The Human Genome Map Viewer anding than intracranial interventions (Bourlais et al., 1998),
the Santa Cruz genome browser were used to determine if any ofand recent work has shown that intraocular gene ther-
transcripts with no obvious coding sequence mapped within 5 kbapy can bring about dramatic recovery of function (Ac-
of the 3 end of an identified gene, and if so, these were considered
land et al., 2001). Moreover, the relatively self-contained to represent novel 3 ends of these genes. All other data analysis
structure of the eye may allow the intraocular use of and curation was conducted with Microsoft Excel.
drugs that act on gene products with relatively wide-
spread distribution in the body but photoreceptor-spe- Northern Blotting
cific expression within the retina. Gene expression pro- Northern blotting was performed with 10 
g of total RNA transferred
onto Hybond II nylon membranes and hybridized with ExpressHybfiles such as the data presented here provide the
solution (Clontech). Membranes were hybridized for 1 hr at 68Cframework for developing such informed therapeutic
and washed four times in 2	 SSC, 0.1% SDS at room temperaturestudies.
followed by two washes in 0.1	 SSC, 0.1% SDS at 50C. Blots were
exposed to Kodak film at 80C. Two separate blots were testedExperimental Procedures
for each probe, and three exposures were taken of each blot. Signal
quantification was conducted by NIH Image software.Isolation of Mouse Brain and Retinal Tissue
C57/B6 mice were used to obtain tissue from hypothalamus, adult
In Situ Hybridizationretina, and outer nuclear layer. The crx/ and crx/ littermates
In situ hybridization was conducted essentially as previously de-represent hybrids of C57B6 and Sv129 strains. Mice were killed
scribed (Blackshaw and Snyder, 1997). Each probe was hybridizedbetween 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. and were housed on a 12:12 L:D cycle.
to a minimum of four tissue slides. Two of these consisted of mostlyMicrodissected outer nuclear layer tissue was obtained by flat-
developmental time points. One of these represented mostly earlymounting freshly dissected retinas flattened by radial cuts onto
time points and consisted of a whole E16 embryo and heads cut innitrocellulose filters. The filters were then inverted and frozen at
horizontal section from E18, P0, P2, and P4, as well as three adult80C in O.C.T. mounting medium. Orthogonal cryostat sections
(P50–70) mouse eyes. A second developmental series consisted of(20 
m) were cut onto Superfrost slides (Fisher), and the edge of
heads cut in horizontal section from P0, P2, P4, and P6, along withthe section containing the outer nuclear layer was hand dissected
eyes from P10.5 and a minimum of three adult eyes. Two separateusing a microscalpel and was immediately frozen. Only sections
slides consisting of multiple adult eyes (typically 15–25 eyes/slide)containing retinas with excellent morphology were used for sample
were also tested for each probe.preparation. All libraries with the exception of the P10.5 crx/ and
The probes used for in situ hybridization consisted of sequence-crx/ littermates were made from tissue snap-frozen at80C. The
verified ESTs that matched the Unigene cluster corresponding toP10.5 crx/ and crx/ littermate libraries were made directly from
the SAGE tag under investigation. Most of these were obtainedpurified total RNA and were the same starting material used in two
preverified (mouse BMAP clones were a generous gift from B.previous studies from this lab (Furukawa et al., 1999; Livesey et al.,
Soares, and others were resequenced by the IMAGE consortium or2000).
by Research Genetics). Where preverified clones were not available,
we conducted resequencing of ESTs. Finally, in cases where noGeneration of SAGE Libraries
EST corresponding to the Unigene cluster under examination wasA modification of the microSAGE method (St Croix et al., 2000) was
available, PCR was performed on adult retinal cDNA with perfectused to generate all SAGE libraries. In brief, 20–25 mg of tissue
match primers to obtain a probe. Each PCR product was sequence(containing 5–10 million cells) was used to generate each of the
verified before proceeding. A full description of all clones used forlibaries with the exception of the P10.5 crx/ and crx/ littermate
in situ is available in the Supplemental Table S15.libraries, for which 5 
g of total RNA was used, and the microdis-
sected outer nuclear layer library, for which retinas from two different
individuals were used. The ditags were generated by the use of 6 ng Acknowledgments
of each linker. The ditags were obtained from each of the samples
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